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Uni-Converter

General
The UNI-Converter is a collection of functionalities consolidated in a single tool.
It works as a standalone application. The functionalities to work exclusively standalone and in the background
are also controllable by parameters and defined profiles. If the tool only converts data from A to B and no
GLS Device is involved, no login information (see minimum requirements) is needed.

General
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Changes
Initial version for GLS internal use only

Changes
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Contacts
For all questions about this software or your parcel handling, please contact your related GLS depot first.
Find your GLS depot by using the search option in the GLS web portal www.gls-group.eu in online tools /
depot search, or contact us by mail or telephone.
For questions and comments to this documentation please contact us by email to:
it-customer-support@gls-itservices.com .
You can even contact us by report an issue.

Contacts
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Report an Issue
To be able to support the application in an easy way, a report option is implemented.
This option allows you to send comments to an issue you cannot solve by online help.
It's possible to attach files. Application log files were attached automatically.
It's need to fill out the mandatory fields (yellow).
After all you can send the issue pressing the <send report> button or to klick on the <save> button in the
upper button area.
to clear all field entries use the clear button.
Start the report screen with the keyboard shortcut <CTRL>+<SHIFT>-<I> only.

The report will be send to an internal defined GLS e-mail address then.

Report an Issue
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Requirements
To use the full functionalities of the Uni-Converter it is recommended that you are a registered GLS customer.
You'll only have authorization to contact the GLS Systems if the GLS depot has assigned the functionalities to
your GLS customerID/contactID.
• Software / Network requirements
• Hardware requirements

Requirements
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Software / Network

• Java runtime environment up from version 1.6.x and its requirements.
• One of the following operating systems: WinXP (32bit), WinXP (64bit), Win7 (32bit), Win7 (64bit),
Linux, UNIX, MacOS.
• Network / Internet access (to generate shipment, preadvise import, consignee import or to share/get
data in /out of customers network)
• If using a firewall make sure that Uni-Converter can access to the domain unique.gls-holding.net, and
use the ports 80 and 443.

Software / Network
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Hardware

• Printer (to generate shipments via Unique or Uni-Box)

Using a Uni-Box in the background, you'll get back the label datas as a raw file in the specified
printer language syntax of the defined printer in the Uni-Box parameter IBPRINTER. This is
usually a thermal printer for label size A6 (150x100mm).

Hardware
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License Agreement
Terms of Use for the Shipping Software ("Terms of Licence") of the GLS IT Services GmbH (the "Licenser")
These Terms of Licence apply to the Licenser's free granting of use and exploitation rights for the shipping
software [...] (the "Object of the Licence") to the Licensee.
1. Granting of Rights
1.1 The Licenser grants to the Licensee the simple and non-transferable right, without time and spatial
limitations and free of charge, to use, copy and edit the Object of the Licence (as well as its updates) in
accordance with these Terms of Use. The Licenser remains the intellectual owner of the Object of the Licence
at all times.
1.2 Before being able to use and exploit the Object of the Licence, the Licensee must accept the Terms of
Licence. The use and exploitation of the Object of the Licence without agreeing to the Terms of Licence is not
permitted.
1.3 The right of use is limited to the creation of parcel labels, data conversion and track and trace (the
"Purpose of Use").
1.4 The right of copying the Object of the Licence is limited to the installation of the Object of the Licence on
a computer system that is in the actual possession of the Licensee in order to fulfil the Purpose of Use and to
the copying necessary for the loading, displaying, running, transmitting and storing of the Object of the
Licence as well as to the right of the creation of a backup copy of the Object of the Licence by a person
authorized to do so according to section 69 d, subsection 2 of the German Copyright Act (Urheberrechtsgesetz
- UrhG).
1.5 The right of editing the Object of the Licence is limited to the recovery of the agreed functionality of the
Object of the Licence.
1.6 The Licensee is granted no further rights of use and exploitation for the Object of the Licence.
Particularly, the Licensee is not permitted any reverse engineering or program code manipulation.
1.7 Upon request and provided that there is a legitimate interest, the Licensee will allow the Licenser or a
third party appointed by him to verify whether the use of the Object of the Licence is within the framework of
the rights granted herein. The Licensee will do his utmost to support the Licenser in the execution of such
verifications.
2. Delivery and Installation of the Object of the Licence
2.1 The Licenser will provide the Licensee with the Object of the Licence as well as all other necessary
documentation (e. g. user manual) in the form of a download.
2.2 The Licensee is responsible for providing the necessary system environment for the download.

License Agreement
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2.3 The Object of the Licence is installed by the Licensee. Upon request, the Licensee must inform the
Licenser in writing about the respective installation locations of the copies of the Object of the Licence.
2.4 The Licensee is required to make regular and adequate state-of-the-art backups of his data, especially
preceding the installation of the Object of the Licence.
3. Warranty
3.1 The Object of the Licence is provided "as is". No further representations are made.
3.2 The Licenser excludes any warranty. This does not include the fraudulent withholding of information
about defects. Here liability is subject to the provisions of the gift law.
4. Liability
4.1 The Licenser is only liable for deliberately caused damage. Furthermore, he is only liable in accordance
with the following provisions:
4.1.1 In case of injury of life, body or health, the Licenser is liable for deliberately or negligently caused
damage.
4.1.2 In case of damage resulting from the violation of cardinal obligations, the Licenser is also liable for
deliberately or negligently caused damage. If the Licenser violates these cardinal obligations in an ordinarily
negligent way, his liability will be limited to the amount predictable for him at the time of the respective
service.
4.1.3 The Licenser is not liable for the loss of data and its recovery, unless such loss could not have been
avoided through appropriate data backup measures on the part of the Licensee.
5. Change of the Terms of Licence
The Licensee is provided with the changed Terms of Licence. By continuing his use/exploitation of the
software, the Licensee agrees to the new Terms of Licence.
6. Termination of the Right of Use and Exploitation
6.1 The Licenser has the right to cancel the contract at any time under the following conditions:
6.1.1 Termination of the customer relationship between the Licenser and the Licenser's parent company,
General Logistics Systems Germany GmbH & Co. OHG
6.1.2 Licensee's failure to comply with the Terms of Licence
6.1.3 The Licenser is legally required to do so

License Agreement
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6.2 In the cases referred to in subsection 6.1, the Licensee is required to stop using/exploiting the Object of the
Licence and to immediately delete all copies of the latter.
7. Final Provisions
7.1 These Terms of Licence are subject to the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany with the exception of
the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods from April 11, 1980.
7.2 The parties agree on the domicile of the Licenser as the exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes
arising from and relating to these Terms of Licence.
7.3 If any provisions of these Terms of Licence are or become ineffective, the effectiveness of the other
provisions will not be affected. In this case the parties undertake to agree on effective provisions that
economically approximate the intended purpose of the ineffective provisions the closest. This applies
respectively to the closing of any gaps in the Terms of Licence.
Last update: October 2009

License Agreement
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Menus / Buttons
The GUI of the application provides a general menu and a screen specific button bar.
Except the standalone mode on a command line you can setup the application and profile settings by single
menues and buttons.
The color of the menu background and the description in the caption bar of the main screen shows the status
of the application.

A yellow colored menu background describes that the application works in productive mode (for customers).
All created shipments were really produced and invoiced.
A red colored menu background describes that the application works in test mode (for GLS internal use only).
All created shipments were NOT really produced and invoiced. A special login is necessary.

Note:
All mandatory fields are coloured with yellow!
Holding the mouse on a field shows a tooltip.

Menus / Buttons
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Menu options

The main menu shows five topics:

Each topic is reachable directly by a shortcut <ALT>+<[underlined char]>.
e.g.: File is reachable by <ALT>+<F>.
File:

The sub menu NEW PROFILE opens the wizard to create a new conversion profile.
EXIT closes the complete application (not only to tray).

Process data:

the sub menu RUN PROFILES shows the defined conversion profiles.

Click on a profile runs it immediatly and the status screen is shown.
MANAGE PROFILES opens the main screen to edit or create profiles.

Tools:

CHANGE PASSWORD allows to change the password directly without opening the user settings:

Menu options
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USER SETTINGS allows to change the login and some local configuration options for the application.

Window:

The application can handle multiple screens at the same time and with this options you can arrange the
position of the windows in the application. The "close all" option closes all windows but not the application
themself.
Help:

Menu options
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The first sub menu starts the help overview.
REPORT AN ISSUE opens the screen to define a support issue which can be transfered to a GLS support
adress automatically.
UPDATE Uni-Converter sub menu asks if you want to manually update the application:

ABOUT shows an overview screen of the installed application version, the logged in user and his used
location. You can open the license agreement and you can find a link to the GLS web portal.

Menu options
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Buttons overview
The general button bar is divided in three parts.
For some options in the UNI-Converter the usage of part 2 is possible.

You can also use the shortcut keys shown in the tool tip holding the mouse over a button or any entry field.
Part 1 contains seven standard buttons, part 2 shows depending on the respective screen different special
buttons and part 3 consists of five standard buttons.
The standard buttons exist at every screen accessed via the menu bar (not in sub screens). Depending on the
screen and the current mode, they are enabled or disabled.

Standard buttons (part 1)
This standard buttons are used for searching and modifying the screen data.

Button name (shortcut)

Icon

Find button (Ctrl+f)

Meaning
Used to add new data
(Capture a new record)
Search records

Clear button (Ctrl+l)

Empty the fields

Save button (Ctrl+s)

Submit the changes

Update button (Ctrl+u)

Update (edit) data

Delete button (Ctrl+d)

Delete record

Cancel button (Ctrl+z)

Erase the last change

Add button (Ctrl+n)

Special buttons (part 2) (Example)
Which buttons are visible depends on the screen. If they are enabled or disabled depends on the respective
mode.

Button name (shortcut)

Buttons overview

Icon

Meaning
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Wizard

add new profile

Standard buttons (part 3)
This standard buttons are useful to save or reset settings of the screen, to print or export the profiles, or to get
help.

Button name (shortcut)
Copy button

Icon

Meaning
Copy a profile

Run button

Run a profile

Pause button

Pause profile

Stop button

Stop import

Save settings button (Ctrl+m)
Reset settings button (Ctrl+r)

Memorize settings
Reset settings

Export button (Ctrl+e)

Export to file (e.g. a CSV-file)

Import button

Import from file

Print button (Ctrl+p)

Print document

Help button (F1)

Get information

Buttons overview
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Range of functions
Please find more detailed informations about the Uni-Converter categories in the section "conversion profiles"
.

• Import consignee data
• Import preadvise data
• Generate shipments
♦ Possible services
• Advanced mode

Range of functions
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Possible services

• Business Parcel
• Euro-Business Parcel
• Global Parcel (products)
♦ the product definitions were related to the service by the application automatically.
• Cash-Service
• Document-Return-Service
• Guaranteed24-Service
• ExWorks-Service
• Pick&Return / Pick&Ship

Please find further information in the descriptions to the import-profile options.
The concrete products will be defined automatically by the application regarding to the outgoing and final
destination.

Possible services
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Installation
• Download
• Setup

Installation
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Download
The standalone setup can be downloaded by a defined URL via the UNI-Portal.
Download links are available for the following Operating Systems:

• WinXP (32bit)
• WinXP (64bit)
• Win7 (32bit)
• Win7 (64bit)
• Linux
• Unix
• MacOS

The setup will be transferred as executables, or as zip/tar/tz files. The setup file can be saved everywhere e.g.
to use it via USB stick later.

Download
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Setup
The setup has to run under administration rights.
Note: Independently of where the application is installed to or if it was installed for the
usage of all users, the profile and log parcels were searched/stored in the single
user/home directory (windows-profile). To share some existing import-profiles you need
to change the path in the Uni-Converter user settings for each user.

Setup screens
After choosing a setup version by mouse click you will be asked to store the executable file or to run it
directly (after temporary download).

After running the exe file you'll be ask to choose the setup language first.

Setup
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You can define a directory were the binary files were installed to. Unless this destination the log-files, import
profiles will be stored in the user/home directory until this pathes were changed in the SETTINGS / USER
SETTINGS menu of the installed Uni-Converter.

The setup identifies if a previous version was installed and ask to update or to install in another directory.

You need to read and accept the terms of conditions then.

Setup screens
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The next step asks for the option to create shortcuts for the program start.

After that, the setup is installing the program files.

You can start the application directly out of the final screen.

Setup screens
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Note: for Windows users: Take care that your task bar and tool tips are visible, otherwise
you cannot find the started application.

Note: holding the mouse over a button or an input field shows automatically a tool tip.

Setup screens
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Administration
Please find the single chapters for detailed informations of the administration topics:

• Start
• Manage profiles
• Conversion profiles
• Run profiles
• Uni-Box configuration
• Formula code editor / mapping

Administration
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Start
Start the application with a (double-) click on the desktop icon or via the Windows start menu group
Uni-Converter.

The Uni-Converter is started and shown in the tray menu then.

It can be opened by right mouse click on the GLS icon.

Please note the option to to run some conversion profiles without starting a GUI first.

Start
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Login

It is recommended that you’ve got your login name and the password available.
This data was provided by your GLS depot. The Uni-Converter uses the same login logic as for e.g. the GLS
web portal (see also the minimum requirements).
Please first enter your login details in the menu TOOLS / sub menu: USER SETTINGS / tab-sheet
ACCOUNT.
A message occurs at first start of the application to define a login. This also occurs if you start the profile and
the username and password were deleted.

Login
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User Settings
Account
Store the login name and the password to get access to the GLS online servers. This login data was defined by
your GLS depot. Press the update button to edit the name and password. Use the save button to finish your
settings. Leaving the password field by <ENTER> will do the same directly.

The login data was validated immediatly against the GLS online server and you'll get an error message if
something is not valid.

Attention: Password changes automaticly in uniportal, too!

Profiles
The tab-sheet lets you define the pathes where the profiles and the error logfiles were stored.
In Windows the default setting is the .gls\.. directory in the current user profile. For Linux, usually this path is
/opt/GLS/UniConverter.

If an import error occours, the error log file was written in the directory, defined here:

User Settings
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Application

Define the application language. This change will be done immediatly.
Currently the Uni-Converter provides these different languages:

Set the update mode. Use the automatic update mode (default) to be sure to use the current version
immediatly.
In the manual mode, you'll be informed about updates by tooltips on the tray icon but you need to update
manually on the HELP / Update Uni-Converter menu.
When the logging level "details" is set, all the conversion details will be stored, otherwise only the errors will
be logged in the log files.

User Settings
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Manage profiles
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Manage profiles
The "manage profiles" screen contains all functionalities to handle the conversion profiles.
Please find the detailed informations in the single chapters:

• new profile
• edit a profile
• Data sources
• Data formats
• Input rules
• Import fields
• Output options
• run a profile

Manage profiles
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Create new profile

Create a new conversion profile directly on the menu FILE / NEW PROFILE
or in the profile manager screen (menu PROCESS DATA / MANAGE PROFILES).
Within the screen MANAGE PROFILES you can create a complete profile manually or guided by the
wizard.
Click on the button

to create a new profile manually.

To start the wizard, click on the button
The profile wizard guides you through the possible profile options in 10 single steps:

Create new profile
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1. define the profile name
2. select the profile type (e.g. import consignee data, generate shipments)
3. select the data source
4. select the data format
5. define the shipper
6. define the input rules
7. select the output options
8. define the process options
9. start the new profile immediatly or later
10. save the profile

Create new profile
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Edit profile
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Edit profile

You can find an overview of all existing profiles in the lower left frame of the MANAGE PROFILE screen.
You can use the search button
to find the profiles you've already created. You can also narrow down
your search by using the profile name or part of it. To do this, you can enter the name you want to find on the
text box on the left frame and press enter or click on the search button on the button bar.

If you click with the right mouse button on one or more profiles (to select more than one record, you need to
right click on the desired line while holding the CTRL key) in the overview you have the option to delete one
or more profiles, or run them directly (all together).
clears the profiles overview, or a filtered result of the search.
allows to delete a profile.
allows to delete a profile. just like the context menu shown in the overview.
export an existing profile easily for backup or usage on another PC.
import an existing profile easily.
edit a single chosen profile by clicking this button.
to copy a file to a new one.

Edit profile
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returns from the edit mode without saving any changes.
guides you to create a new profile.
opens the complete help overview on an external application, while pressing the <F1> key opens the
content related help page in the help application where the cursor is placed.
stores the changes in the profile file.

Edit profile
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Data sources

File system:
Choose a file or folder. Multiple files import is possible by using a wildcard in the name. Define the encoding
of the file(s) and what should happen after import (rename / remove). The renaming option adds the syntax
[_20110316143546397.processed] to the original extension of the import file.

The character encoding is set to default value "windows 1252". You can find a short description of the
encodings here.

File transfer protocol (ftp):
Use the same possibilities like for a file system format.
For configuration of a source you need to enter additional information for the ftp transfer:

You can use the "Test Connection" button to check if everything is ok with the ftp server you entered.

Data sources
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Database:
Using a database as an import source you can create a database related connection string and a query to get the
needed data for the import.
Decide if the selected data should be deleted in the database after the import.

Use the additional entry options to get a connection to the database:

Data sources
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You can use the "Test Connection" button to check the connection to your database.

Data sources
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Data formats
Option to use tabular data, XML, or XLS files.
Regarding these choices further specific options are given.
Tabular data:
Decide if you use fixed or variable length.
For variable length configure the needed options for delimiter and maybe text qualifier:
You’ve also the possibility to ignore the first line(s), e.g. a headline with the field description:

XML format:
For the XML format it has to be defined a node path from which one the data information is given.

Data formats
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XLS format:
For the XLS format it has to be defined a worksheet from where the data is given.

A given worksheet of the Excel file can be choosen from a list easily by clicking on

Data formats
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Data formats
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Input rules
Refer to the import field length details
You need to define a related shipper address for the import data. The listed addresses were set according to the
existing relations in the customers login (customerID) in GLS central system. If something is missing, please
contact your GLS depot.

If, optionally, no address is chosen, it's needed to import the customerID / contactID (or define a global, fixed
value) with each single shipment. The application validates the imported or fixed defined values against the
defined values for the customer at GLS site.

It's needed to map the file fields in order to perform the import to GLS central system. At the minimum the
mandatory fields (orange) have to be mapped. Depending on the source type you’ll have different options to
map the data easily by a wizard. You can fill in a field position, a length or a database field name directly.
Alternative, you can browse with the button
directly into the source to mark the field or the
position. The wizard screen applies the choice automatically.
Example of import wizard for variable length fields:

Input rules
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Result:

Example of import wizard for fixed length fields:

Input rules
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Result:

It is also possible to combine two columns. To do this you only have to put a "+" between the two
columnnumbers(e.g. yo have one column for the firstname and another for the surnsme and you want to
import them in the Uni-Converter in one field):

For all fields, mandatory or optional, it’s also possible to set a fixed value if this field is not defined in the
import file.
A fixed value prevents a field definition, and a field definition prevents a fixed value.
Instead of using directly a fixed or imported value in a defined field it’s also possible to use a formula/script in
java syntax, or a mapping of customers values to define correct values for the mapped fields.
E.g. a customer needs to change a value especially for GLS but cannot handle this in his software for a
common used import file. E.g. he can only transfer the value CS for Cash-Service parcels, but we would need
the value COD.
Please find more information in the chapter FORMULAR CODE EDITOR
If a formular or mapping is set, the formular button description is shown in bold chars.

Input rules
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Import fields
Take care of the field formats an maximum length of the fields you import and define in the input rules:
Field name

max. field length

field format

CustomerID

10

string

ContactID

10

string

Adress fields like names, street, town,

40

string

House no.

10

string

Zipcode

10

string

Weight

7 (round to max. 5) string

Amount of parcels

2

string

Shipment date

10

string

References

50

string

Contact

40

string

Email

255

string

Phone

40

string

Mobile

40

string

Fax

40

string

Comment

255

string

Incoterm

2

string

Service flags

various

string

Cash amount

25

string

Cash reference

255

string

Import fields
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Output options
The output options are related to the chosen profile type.
import consignee data
You can currently use the Uni-Portal only as output source for an "import consignee data" profile. No further
configuration is necessary.

import preadvise data
The "import preadvise data" profile allows a test of the connection only.

The address to import is set internally.
A result of the test is shown in the status bar of the main screen:

Generate shipments
For the “Generate shipments” profile the output will be a label.
Therefore you can select the online socket functionality of the central GLS Unique system or the Uni-Box as
device to return the label information. The shipping data is stored directly by the central socket function or by
the end of day process from the Uni-Box.

Output options
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In case of using a Uni-Box the label size is predefined to A6 (150x100mm)
It's recommended to add the port to the address like IP, as shown in the example below.

The "Test Connection" button opens a new window with the connection result. If the connection was
succesful, the configurations of the needed box parameters are shown also. If something failed, or is not set
correctly, you need to configure the Uni-Box themself. This is not possible out of the Uni-Converter
configuration directly.

The Uni-Box returns a label as a raw file in the printer language defined on the corresponding Uni-Box
parameter IBPRINTER. It has to be related then to a local installed thermal printer.

In Case of using Unique it’s possible to choose different label sizes.

Output options
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The Unique system returns a pdf-file. It can be printed on an assigned printer and / or stored as a file in a
directory.(see example below). An additional option to store the hole shipment data (TAG-file) with [.dat]
extension is in both output options given too.

Output options
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Conversion profiles
Conversion profiles are the important configuration part of the Uni-Converter.
The profiles define what the application has to do for handling the customers shipping datas.
The Uni-Converter currently provides four categories to define as a profile:
• Import consignee data
• Import preadvise data
• Generate shipments
• Advanced mode
See also the options to define and edit the profiles:
• Create new profile
• Edit profile

Conversion profiles
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Import consignees profile
This option is to define an import to the central GLS database to use this addresses for shipments out of the
GLS Uni-Portal. An import of service, or shipment related informations is not possible.

Set if the profile should be run in a time interval, starting when the profile is run, and/or at application startup.
If both options are selected, the profile will run at the application startup and every time interval set in the
screen.

Switch to the input options sheet and choose the data source first.

Regarding to the data source the further needed options were shown.
Refer to the data format, input rules and the output options for further detailed informations.

Import consignees profile
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Import preadvise profile

This option is to define an import to the central GLS database to use this addresses as preadvise data for
customers without any GLS-Label but with own reference barcode. An import of service related information
is not possible.
To use this profile, a communication between GLS-Depot and the costumer must take place, in order to set
some needed parameters.
Refer that the source, format and input rules follow the same logic as described for the import consignees
option.
They differ in some more additional import fields for the shipment (order data) and some less information for
the consignee. Take care of the output options for further detailed informations.
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Generate shipments profile
This option is to create shipments out of the GLS online servers or by a Uni-Box.
An import of service related information is possible using the GLS online servers (Unique).
For the Uni-Box the possible services are related to the provided parcelnorange in the countries.

The import rules follow the same logic as described for the consignee address import.
They differ in some more additional import fields for the shipment (order data)
There are separated parts for the import rules screen.

If needed, these sections can be shown with details by click on

Generate shipments profile
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The shipper address can be used as alternative address instead of the fixed defined customer shipping address
(related to the customerID/contactID).
The pickup address is used for the pick&return / pick&ship service.

Pick&Return / Pick&Ship is automatically identified by the application if this address is filled in the import
file (fixed value)
Pick&Ship unlike a Pick&Return service is automatically defined if the deliver address is filled also.

Generate shipments profile
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Otherwise it will be returned to the defined requester address

or the related address of the imported (fixed) customerID.

Regarding to the data source the further needed options were shown.
Refer to the data format, input rules and the output options for further detailed informations.

Generate shipments profile
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Advanced mode profile

The advance mode allows creating a complete import profile based on XML-syntax not refering to any other
config options.
Example of a XML Profile which changes the char encoding:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<uniwizard>
<profile api="1.2" autoimport="0" autostart="N" chdttm="2011-07-06T09:14:12.362+0200"
depends="OutputErrorMod" name="ConvertChars" subtype="0" type="42"/>
<module class="uw.engine.common.modules.datasources.FileDataSource" name="inputds">
<param name="path" value="kundenneu"/>
<param name="encoding" value="UTF-8"/>
<param name="append" value="N"/>
<param name="rename" value="N"/>
<param name="suffix" value=".processed"/>
<param name="delete" value="N"/>
<param name="binary" value="N"/>
<param name="timestamp" value="N"/>
<param name="extension" value=""/>
<param name="datestamp" value="N"/>
<param name="timestamp_content" value=""/>
</module>
<module class="uw.engine.common.modules.input.InputFixedLengthSeparated" datasource="inputds"
name="inputmod" progress="N">
<param name="skiplines" value="0"/>
<param name="trim" value="Y"/>
<fields>
<field class="uw.engine.common.model.fields.UWFixedLengthField" length="2000" name="field1"
source="" start="1" value=""/>
</fields>
</module>
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<module class="uw.engine.common.modules.datasources.FileDataSource" name="outputds">
<param name="path" value="kundenneu"/>
<param name="encoding" value="windows-1252"/>
<param name="append" value="N"/>
<param name="rename" value="N"/>
<param name="suffix" value=".processed"/>
<param name="delete" value="N"/>
<param name="binary" value="N"/>
<param name="timestamp" value="N"/>
<param name="extension" value=".output"/>
<param name="datestamp" value="N"/>
<param name="timestamp_content" value=""/>
</module>
<module class="uw.engine.common.modules.output.OutputFixedLengthSeparated" datasource="outputds"
depends="inputmod" name="outputmod" progress="N">
<param name="align" value="left"/>
<param name="fill" value=" "/>
<param name="slice" value="N"/>
<fields>
<field class="uw.engine.common.model.fields.UWFixedLengthField" length="2000" name=""
source="field1" start="1" value=""/>
</fields>
</module>
<module class="uw.engine.common.modules.datasources.FileDataSource" name="errords">
<param name="path" value="C:\WINXP\Profiles\62000009\.gls\prod\profiles\errors\error_"/>
<param name="encoding" value=""/>
<param name="append" value="Y"/>
<param name="rename" value="N"/>
<param name="suffix" value=".processed"/>
<param name="delete" value="N"/>
<param name="binary" value="N"/>
<param name="timestamp" value="N"/>
<param name="extension" value=".log"/>
<param name="datestamp" value="Y"/>
<param name="timestamp_content" value=""/>
</module>
<module class="uw.engine.common.modules.output.OutputError" datasource="errords"
depends="outputmod" name="OutputErrorMod" progress="N">
<fields/>
</module>
</uniwizard>

Advanced mode profile
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Run profiles
Options to run a profile and to see the progress status of a profile:

• progress status
• auto run
• manual run
• standalone run

Run profiles
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Status window

The status window shows the progress of a running profile and gives the option to stop it manually with the
stop button

.

In a second tab sheet the corresponding logfile entries were shown. These are related to the logfiles stored in
the error logging path defined in the user settings

In the log tab, you can perform some tasks.
With the save button, you can save the log shown, to a directory of your choosing.
Print this same log, with the print button.
Clicking on the search button, you're able to look for a certain word in the log.
Finally, you can clear the current log, with the clear button.

Status window
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Auto run
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Auto run

You can set the profile to run automatically in a defined time interval (options: seconds, minutes, hours), that
starts as soon as the run button is clicked, and/or to run at the application startup.

These options are set in each single profile.
It is possible to run more than one profile simultaneously as well as start auto run in several at the same time.

Auto run
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Manual run

More than one profile can be started manually in the application always.
Therefore use the run
overview.

button in the button bar or by right mouse click on the chosen profiles in the

A running profile can be stopped by using the stop button

Manual run

manually in the status screen.
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Standalone run
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Standalone run

the tool is able to run conversion profiles without a GUI.
Therefore the uwengine.exe exists in the application folder where the Uni-Converter was installed to.
Use the option "-help" to get more details.
Run with java -jar uwengine.jar [options] or with START uwengine.exe ...
Configuration options:
-h show help
-v show version
-c [configuration file] uses the defined configuration file
-f [configuration folder] uses all configuration files in the defined folder
-p [profilename] runs the defined profile
-d show debug informations
example of a possible batch file content to start the engine with a defined conversion profile:
cd C:\Program Files\GLS\UniConverter\
START uwengine.exe -c C:\WINXP\Profiles\[username]\.gls\prod\profiles -p [converter profilename]

Standalone run
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Uni-Box configuration
Because Uni-Converter does not transmit a valid GLS parcel number to Uni-Box, it is necessary to let the Box
assign it automatically. Therefore some criteria and settings must be given. The customer has to be created in
the GLS System incl. a parcel no. range.
These Uni-box settings have to be defined on the Uni-Box by a GLS IT specialist:
The following information must be set by GLS internally:
• Location number (e.g. DE 550)
• G2K Customer no. (e.g. 12345)
• Customer ID
• Parcel no. range (from/to, excluding check digit)
• Entry in tbnorange for nosys GPDEL
Settings on the Uni-Box:
• IBCUSTOMER=12345
• IBNORANGEREQUEST=GPDEL:Standard,C (C is connected to IBCUSTOMER and lets the Box
request only numbers for the defined G2K no.)
• IBNORANGEQTY=150;GPDEL:15 (e.g. 150 for standard NDI numbers; 15 for GPDEL numbers)
• IBQTYNUM=100;GPDEL:5 (e.g. Warning threshold, if 100 NDI numbers are left, new request
started. If 5 GPDEL numbers left, new request started)
• IBGPTUGEN=O (O=optional, if no parcel number is transmitted, Box uses a number of GPDEL)

The Uni-Converter is able to check the needed parameters at the end of the profile configuration using the test
connection button with the root login to the defined Uni-Box.
If a Uni-Box will be used, the label format is fix set to A6 format and the label datas return as a raw file in the
specified printer language of the defined printer in IBPRINTER parameter on the Uni-Box.

Uni-Box configuration
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Formula code editor / mapping
Code editor:

The Code Editor is a modal window used to handle a record with a piece of java code and for mapping
customers values to GLS syntax.

The user can enter some input (just for testing proposes), write the java code and press execute to see the
result.

Formula code editor / mapping
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On the java code the user can use two variables that are already defined: input and record. Input is the variable
with the value of the input text field; in the import process this variable will have the value of the data in the
corresponding field. Record is the variable that contains the entire record that is being processed. The types of
the variables are: Input is a String, Record is an UWRecord.
The following example represents an input file where the record is an entire row, and the input is the
underlined text:

"OMG","1200-221",620,"R. 31 de Janeiro",3

usage example:
The input variable interprets a (free) defined field as a service-definition.
E.g. only if the value "C" (input") is in the field (e.g. field 9, or Shipment reference), the values from defined
fields 5 and 6 of the record should be used as cash-amount and cash-reference, therefore only a single dataset
(record) (with "C") should be interpreted as cash-service, although the customer provides an amount and a
reference in all datasets of a file.
if ( ! input.equals("C") )
{
record.set( "5","" );
record.set( "6", "" );
}
return "";
Instead of the fixed field values from the import rules the formula could contain the common Uni-Converter
variables for the field definitions. Find this variables in the file profile.xml. This has the advantage that you
only need to change the field definition in the rules but not in the formula also, if needed.
if ( ! input.equals("C") )
{
record.set( "services.cash_amounts","" );
record.set( "services.cash_references", "" );
}
return "";
The formula needs to be defined in a import rule field which is not related in the formula content.
A formula overules the import field definition.
Mapping:
The mapping option is defined to relate customer specific values to GLS syntax to interprete it correctly by
the Uni-Converter .e.g. for countrycodes and service flags (e.g.: countrycode GER -> DE, service flag 11 ->

Formula code editor / mapping
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COD).
The mapping option is currently not implemented.

Formula code editor / mapping
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How to interact with records
The variable record can be handled by the user with several methods that are described bellow:

• set( String strKey, String strValue ) - to add an item to the record
• get( String strKey ) - to get the value of the item
• getValues() - to get a vector with all the values
• getKeys() - to get a vector with all the keys
• remove( String strKey ) - to remove an item
• count() - to gets the size of the record
• contains( String strKey ) - to check if record contains specified key
• setErrorCode( String strErrorCode ) - to add an error to the record

How to interact with records
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Code examples

• Use 4 first digits from the Zipcode
• Look Ups
• Split input in fields
• Fixed weight per parcel
• Choose country by zipcode lenght (specific)
• Remove € from field
• Set records with errors if field does not start with 4
• Division by 10
• Remove Space

Code examples
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Use 4 first digits from the Zipcode

String zipcode = input;
if ( zipcode.length() >= 4 )
{
zipcode = zipcode.substring(0, 4);
}
return zipcode;

Use 4 first digits from the Zipcode
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Lookup Ups

LookUpTable = new Hashtable();
LookUpTable.put( "s1", "name1" );
LookUpTable.put( "s2", "name2" );
LookUpTable.put( "v5", "name3" );
String result = LookUpTable.get( input );
// if value is not on the table the record is marked with an error
if ( result == null )
{
record.setErrorCode( record.ERROR_E999_GENERAL_SYSTEM_ERROR );
return "";
}
return result;

Lookup Ups
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Split input in fields

name1 = "";
name2 = "";
name3 = "";
inputlength = ( ( String ) input ).length();
if ( inputlength > 59 )
{
name1 = input.substring( 0, 60 );
if ( inputlength > 119 )
{
name2 = input.substring( 60, 120 );
if ( inputlength > 179 )
{
name3 = input.substring( 120, 180 );
}
else
{
name3 = input.substring( 120, inputlength );
}
}
else
{
name2 = input.substring( 60, inputlength );

Split input in fields
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}
}
else
{
name1 = input;
}
record.set( "name2", name2 );
record.set( "name3", name3 );
return name1;

Split input in fields
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Fixed weight per parcel

String strRet = "";
String strAmountOfParcels = record.get( "orderdata.amount_parcels" );
int iAmountOfParcels = 1;
if ( ! strAmountOfParcels.isEmpty() )
{
iAmountOfParcels = Integer.parseInt( strAmountOfParcels );
}
int iWeight = 4; // Fixed Weight Per Parcel
strRet = Integer.toString( iAmountOfParcels * iWeight );
return strRet;

Fixed weight per parcel
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Choose country by zipcode lenght (specific)

if ( record.get( "delivery.zipcode" ).length() == 5 )
{
return "ES";
}
else
{
return "PT";
}

Choose country by zipcode lenght (specific)
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Remove € from field

if ( input.contains("\"€\"") )
{
return input.replace( "\"€\"" , "" );
}
return input;

Remove € from field
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Set records with errors if field does not start with 4

if ( input.charAt(0) != '4' )
{
record.setErrorCode( record.ERROR_E999_GENERAL_SYSTEM_ERROR );
return "";
}
return input;

Set records with errors if field does not start with 4
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Division by 10
example 000334 return 33,4

int weight = Integer.parseInt( input );
double d = (double) weight / ( double) 10;

return d;

Division by 10
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Remove space
If there is one space in front of a value you can remove it with the following formula.

return input.replace(" ","");

Remove space
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Error Codes

error code
ERROR_E000_NO_ERROR = "E000";
ERROR_E500_CAN_BE_FLUSHED = "E500"
ERROR_E501_NOT_PROCESSED = "E501"
ERROR_E502_CAN_PRINT_ERROR = "E502"
ERROR_E900_MAX_FIELD_SIZE = "E900"
ERROR_E901_NO_VALUE_FOUND = "E901"
ERROR_E902_MISSING_MANDATORY_VALUE = "E902"
ERROR_E903_WRONG_VALUE_FORMAT = "E903"
ERROR_E904_ERROR_EVAL_FIELD = "E904"
ERROR_E905_UNABLE_TO_PARSE = "E905"
ERROR_E906_TAGSTREAM_ERROR = "E906"
ERROR_E907_QUERY_ERROR = "E907"
ERROR_E908_EXECUTION_ERROR = "E908"
ERROR_E999_GENERAL_SYSTEM_ERROR = "E999"

Error Codes

discription
No Error
Record can be Flushed
Record Not Processed
Error can be printed
Maximum Field Size Exceeded
No Value Found for Field
Missing Mandatory Value
Wrong Value Format
Error While Evaluating Field
Unable To Parse Answer
Tag Stream Error
Query Error
Execution Error
General System Error
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